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Assrnacr
"Mechanical etching" of substances gives a characteristic pattern that can serve as a
means of identifying unknown minerals and other crystalline materials. The surfaces of

cleavage, the two newly created surfaces match.
Minerals and synthesized materials of various kinds have been investigated, and their
patterns recorded' These patterns are arranged according to their structural relationship;
similar patterns have been found for members of identical structure groups. Charts of these
patterns, when arranged according to crystal systems and structures, will aid in the identification of unknown crystalline materials. Among the groups investigated were pyrite,
marcasite, sphalerite, wurtzite, barite, halite, chrysolite and other structure groups.

Cleavagehas beenused sincethe beginningof the study of mineralogy
to characterizeminerals. Many minerals have been identified by their
cleavagehabit, i.e., "rhombohedral', for calcite; ,,cubic,' for halite, and
so on. Yet' the majority of mineral specimensare identified mainly from
their natural habit, or from the results of chemicaretching and/or from
chemical and other analyses.rn these cases,cleavageservesonry as an
auxiliary method of identification, or merely confirms the results. The
reasonfor this is that reported cleavagedata are often ambiguous.Differencesamong cleavagedata have beenreported by severalauthors. There
are instanceswhere different cleavagesare shown for the same material
obtained from different geographicallocations. Dana (1) reports that
stannite crystals from cornwall show (110) and (001) creavage,while
stannite crystalsfrom Bolivia show no cleavage.For this minerar, as for
o t h e r s ,i t h a s b e e ns u s p e c t e d
t h a t t h e , , c l e a v a g e i' ,s c a u s e db y , , p a r t i n g " ;
and finally there are instanceswhere,under the heading ,,cleavage,'only
fracture is reported and described in general terms as "conchoidal,"
"sub-conchoidal" or "hackly." This lack of reliability of the cleavage
data has relegatedit to a minor means of identifying minerals. An attempt has beenmade by Seaman(2) and rertsch (3) to utilize cleavageas
a meansof classifyingminerals.Though this work is an extensivecollection of cleavageand habit data, there is little or sometimesno correlation
apparent among the observedcleavagesof one mineral and other min* Present address:'fhe
Harshaw chemical company, Solid state Research. cleveland
6. Ohio.
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erals structuraliy related to it. Initially there was rapid progresstoward
an understandingof the principlesof cleavagebut a comprehensiveinterpretation of the data is still lacking.
Generaliyspeaking,the study of habit and etch patterns is a successful
method of identifying minerals becausemany planes are to be observed
in growth and in etching. This method has a disadvantage,however,
sinceeach growth matrix and etch solution resultsin different growth or
identification,the differenthabit types and/
etch-pit habit. For successful
or growth and etch solutionsmust be known. It may be, therefore' that
microcleavagewill provide a rapid and efficientmeans of identiflcation.
,.MICROCT,R.qVAGE',
AND MINERALIDENTIFICATION
Whereas cleavage,or "macrocleavage" refers to a separation of a
crystal parallel to a crystal plane, "microcleavage"refers to the separation of a crystal parallel to crystallographicdirections or zones which
representimportant atomic arrays (4) (PBC vector (5) Fig. 1).Wheretwo
or more microcleavagezonesmeet, macrocleavageoccurs.A method utilizing both types of cleavagehas the following advantagesin identifying
minerals: (1) Any particular material, of a specificstructure' showsonly
one specificmicrocieavagepattern which, for all practical purposes,is
independentof small amounts of impurities, temperature and cleaving
technique; (2) In chemical etching, a suitable etchant must be found.
This is a matter of trial and error in most instances.The natural habit
may help to identify the substance,but for substanceshaving many
knorvn habits it is a tediousprocess.Obviously,if the habit is not visible'
the problem becomesa difficult one; (3) Within a group of similar structure, the cleavageshould be similar, with possibleminor variations. It
will be shown in the text, and in the tablesthat this holds true for microcleavageof substanceswith identical structure but dissimilar chemical
properties,for exampleKMnO+ and BaSO+,and CaCOaand NaNOa; (4)
Sincea center of symmetry is introduced in the patterns, the number of
symmetry classesthat can be identifiedis reducedto eleven'
The statement given under (4) is the ideal case.Deviations from this
rule are observedand an elaboration should be given. For a substance
with a known crystal class, the correspondingclass to be observed in
microcleavageis predetermined.Ydt, there are casesto be expectedwhere
the observedsymmetry is higher. Let us consider,for exampie,NaClOs
(class23), hauerite (MnSz), Pb(No:r)2,Ba(Noe)z (class2/m3). The supposed cations and anionic groups are centeredin positions which correspond to the Na+ and Cl- positionsin NaCl. When the interionic distance
is large as compared to the intraionic distance,then the interaction between the cations and "anions" is such that no complexity is introduced
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between them. The situation is then similar to that in NaCl. In other
words, the interaction of the cation and anionic group is non-directional
and n_on-specific;
therefore, instead of the expected 2/m 3 symmetry, the
4/m 3 symmetry of the NaCl structure is observed. Correspondingly,
cubic symmetry may be observedrather than tetragonal symmetry (as in
BaTiO3) etc. Multiple twinning may also lead to a higher order of symmetry and thus deceivethe observer.Arsenopyrite (FeAsS)for instance,
which is actually monoclinic with g:90o, shows orthorhombic symmetry (6). In addition, there are cases,as in tellurium and cinnabar (32),
where no decisioncan be made betweenthe symmetry classes3 2/m and
6/m2/m2f mbecausethe macrocleavageand microcleavageplanesare in
specialpositions(a.e.symmetry positions).
TnB IxrBnpRETATroN on Mrcnocr,EAvAGE;Mrcnocruevacn
aNn PBC Vrcrons
fn the investigation of microcleavage,it is important to determine the
crystallographic zonesof microcleavage.These zonesrepresent atomic or
ionic arrays of strong bonding at the surface(',PBC Vectors',).The interpretation of the results yields useful information of surface structure and
bonding. Since it applies only indirectly in the identification of crystalIine materials by their microcleavagb patterns, only a short discussion
follows. Each plane of a crystal of any given structure has a specificvalue
of surface free energy, E. The specific surface free energy plots of a
crystal, in sphericalcoordinates,show maxima, cusp valleys, and cusps
arranged according to the symmetry of the crystal structure. The cusp
valleys and the cusps are of importance; the valleys correspond to bond
arrays and the cusps correspond to the intersection of two or more such
arrays. In a Wulff's Plot (7), they correspondto edgesand planes,respectively. The total area, S, of any particular crystallographicplane of a
crystal decreasesrapidly with increasingsurfacefree energy E for growth
and etch habits; as a first approximation, S, for microcleavageis proportional to e-BE where B is a constant. Since for parallel light of uniform
light flux, as is employedin the light figure method describedbelow, the
sum of the reflected light is proportional to S, the growth, etch and cleavage habit can be determined.As a matter of fact, this is the only general
method of determining the cleavagehabit when more than one cleavage
plane is observed.The following can occur: (1) when the valleys are
"complete," that is, cover an angle of 360o,the atoms lie either in one
straight line, as in the simple cubic structure, in [001] (Fig.2a), or they
are composedof zig-zagarrays of atoms which are at least triple ([0001]
in wurtzite). (2) Any zig-zagarray is composedof at least two vectors,
and as such results in an "incomplete" valley, that is, a surface free
energy minimum valley covering a fraction of 360o (Fig. 2b). (3) The
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Frc. 1. Electron micrograph of the surface of a "(110) cleavage" in diamond showing a
system of troughs parallel to [110]. The cylindrically curved portions of the troughs represent hhl, planes with h)l; the lighter and darker portions correspond to (111) and (111)
cleavage planes, respectively.

same is sometimes true for PBC vectors composedof two different bond
vectors (V,, Vr; e.g.Sb and Te). It is characteristicof this type that when
the ratio of the two bond strengths exceedsa critical value, one of the
valleys disappears,giving way to another. (a) The valley does not coincide with a zone parallel to a PBC vector derived from the crystalline
structure. In this case,the PBC vectors are present only at the surface,
where, during the separation of the two planesduring the cleavageprocess,the atoms move into positions energetically superior to the positions
of the ideal unchangedsurface.Thus, a new PBC vector appearswhich is
not present in the bulk structure and therefore, the surface energy is
lowered.The vector is mostly oI the zig-zagtype. (5) New PBC vectors
can also appear when adsorption takes place. They determine the growth,
solution and equilibrium forms, but since adsorption takes place only
after the cleavage planes have formed, for cleavage this effect can be
disregarded.
It can be shown that the microcleavage pattern is closely related to
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the surfaceenergyplot (Wulff's Plot) and the PBC vector diagram of the
correspondingstructure. The following exampleswhere this relationship
rvas studied and found to hold are: diamond, arsenolite,senarmontite,
cuprite, fluorite, magnesiteand marcasite.The ideal pattern, as predicted
on this basis,is also shown by GaSb and other materiaisof the B3 structure type, with their ionic characterreflectedin the appearanceof (011)

,

Frc. 2a. Surface free energy plot of a crystal of simple cubic structure in slherical coor
dinates. only nearest neighbor interaction is taken into account Each cusp corresponds
to an ecluilibrium plane (001); each valley connecting the cusps correspondingly represents
'I'his
an edge.
edge is [100] and is the common boundary to two adjacent (001) planes The
valieys are "complete," i.e. they can be traced 360" from cusll to cusp around the plot
rlong one zone. A complete valley correspondsto a straight array of atoms. The equilibrium
form (001) is inscribed.
Frc. 2b. Surface free energy plot for a crystal of diamond structure in spherical coordinates Only nearest neighbor interaction is taken into account. 'I'he cusps correspontl to
(111) planes and the valleys connecting them correspond to [011] edgesu.hich are common
to two neighboring (111) planes The valleys are "incomplete" i e , they cannot be traced
360' around the plot. An incorlLrlete valley corresponclsto a zig zag array I'he equililtrium
form (111) is inscribed.

cleavage planes (a) . The

(011) cleavage of NaCl

which

appears in addi-

tion to the expectedpattern is apparently causedby the combinedaction
of microcleavagein [010]and glide in [011].
Prismatic microcleavagepatterns reveals the chain structure of both
tellurium and the related compound cinnabar.
MBcuewrcal ErcHrNG AND ExpERTMENTAL
DBrenlrrxetroN
oI I{TCROCLEAVAGE
Microcieavage may be observed when the crystals are "mechanically
etched" (4). Mechanical etching can be described as follows: first, the
material under investigation is cut roughly, or ground into spherical
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of stress wave
Frc. 3. Photomicrograph of fractuted silicon surface showing two sets
investigation'
figure
light
the
in
are
revealed
features
patterns. No structural

shape.Next, it is subjectedto a rough grinding processthat can-becarried out in any of the following ways: either the sphereis rolled under
moderate pressurebetween two sheetsof very coarseSiC paper, or it is
rotated in a coarsesic slurry, carried in a hollow pipe mounted on the
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surface at one time. The advantage of this method over conventional

polycrystalline sample can be scannedand evaluated, crystal for crystal,
with respect to their orientation and to crystallographic differencesfor
different areasof eachsinglecrystal. Multipre reflectionscan be discerned
and eliminated by the difierencein their rate and direction of motion on
the screen,when compared with the rate and direction of motion of the
primary reflections. The angular motion of the latter is 2a when the
crystal in the goniometer is rotated by an angle of a.
various substances,both minerals and laboratory synthesized materials, have been investigated. Their patterns have been observed and
recorded and arranged in charts according to structural relationships, so
that they can serve as a method of identification.
DrscussroN oF TrrE parrBnws
Table 1 compares the cleavage data as reported in Dana (1) with
the stereographic projections of the observed creavages.The reported
cleavageis tabulated above the stereogram.rt should be understood that
the stereogramsrepresent an idealized picture and do not show all the
nuances that are actually observed. The spots represent reflections from
individual planes, and the zones (unbroken lines) represent reflections
from a whole seriesof planes lying along a particular direction. An attempt has been made to indicate the relative intensities of the reflections
by the heavinessof the spots or zones.The open circlesrepresentbroad,
diffuse reflections. rt should be noted that cleavag" ,or., are not mentioned directly in Dana. Their existenceis recorded in the mention of the

mined by the action of shock waves and stresspropagation rather
than
by structural aspects.The microscopicinspection of hackty fracture patterns in silicon, for instance, strikingly reveals the stress wave pattern
Fig. 3.
The variation in appearanceof the zonesand the relative intensities of
Lhe reflections can also aid in the identification of crystalline materials.
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Cubic System
rn Dana, (111) macrocleavageis reported for diamond, arsenolite
and
senarmontite,but no mention is made of the zonesas shown
in the stereo_
gram. Also, note that Si, Ge and a-Sn, which crystallize
with the diamond
structure have a zonal pattern difierent from that of
diamond. This has
been explained in previous papers by the authors and by
others (4, 10)
and is the result of surfacedeformation.
Halite and periclase are both structurally and chemically
similar and
both are strongly ionic crystals. The ,u-. .r.urruge wourd
be expected to
be observedfor both, yet in Dana, NaCl is reported
as having (001)
m a c r o c l e a v a gaen d p e r i c l a s e( 0 0 1 ) , ( 1 1 1 ) a n d , , 1 O t t ) p a r t i n g . "
It is our
belief that the cleavagesof the two materials shourd be
corrsiJtentand no
(111) macrocleavageshould be found because
of the strongly ionic character of the substances.The same reasoningwould account
for the fact
that no (111) macrocleavageis to be observedin pbS. Furthermore,
the
reported (011) parting as sometimesoccurringin periclaseis
also dubious
since it is consistentlyrevealedin our samples.rt should
arso be noted
that (011) appearsin NaCl; though not reported in Dana,
it has been
reported by others (3).
AuGar and AuIn2, having the same structure as CaFr,
show additional
zonal structure.
Artificial Hgse and HgTe have patterns consistent
with their structural group but differ from those of the III_V compounds (4).
Hauerite, cobaltite, pb(NO3), and Ba(NOr), .ho*
a higher order of
symmetry than pyrite, as explained in the text.
Gersdorffiie, which has
the same cleavagepattern as cobartite, has not been
included in the
cnarts.
Tetragonal System
Note the complexstructure revearedby charcopyritein
contrast to the
reported (011) in Dana. Higher index planes were
observed in ADp
(NII4HTPO') that could not be indexed;
the ,,(ll2),'in rutile is an ap_
proximation
Pyrolusite and stannite have been investigated,
though not recorded
on-the chart; pyrolusite showing a continuous prismatii
microcleavage
reflection and stannit.e.showsmicrocleavagebetween (001)
and (012),
between (012) and (112) and between(n2l and (110).
Distinct cleavage
found for (012), (lI2) and (001) in order of increasing
intensity.
OrthorhombicSystem
Barite and KMnOa, both chemicallydifierent, yet
structurally related,
.
give very similar patterns. Barite arsohas
a microcreavagepatiern that
differsfrom the other sulfatesstudied.
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Glaucodot and loellingite, not shown on the charts, reveal (010) and
(101) cleavageand a strong zone between (101) and (101). In addition,
glaucodotshows (100) cleavageand a weak microcleavagezone between
(100) and (101), while loellingite showsweak cleavagein (011) and weak
microcleavagebetween (011) and (001). Laboratory grown specimensof
sulfur crystalsshow (111) cleavage.
Heragonal System
ZnS, CdS and ZnO are structurally and chemicallycloselyrelated,yet
three difierent cleavagesare reported in Dana. The stereogramsreveal
that all have basicallythe samecleavage.One group of CdS samplesalso
consistently reveals a pyramidal macrocleavagewhich could not be explained.
Cinnabar has a cleavagepattern similar to that of Te except that the
basalcleavage(0001)is not present.
Parting is mentioned ior ZnO, CaCOa,FezOaand Alzor' This implies a
random observation of the particular plane, yet the plane (or planes)
consistently appear as many tiny cleavage pits over the difierent, but
equivalent, directions affected and should be consideredas true cleavage
planes.
Note the zones that appear in magnesite and siderite in addition to
the planes, and the difierence between these minerals and the other
carbonates.
The following minerals are not listed on the charts: ilmenite (FeTiOs)
exhibits (1011) cleavageplanesl millerite (NiS) shows a pattern very
similar to that of calcite, however no zonesrun through the (1011) spot;
NaNOa showsa pattern identical to that of calcite.
fuIonocl,ini.cSystem
In addition to the reported cleavageplanes for spodumeneand wollastonite, other planes and zones have been found and are shown on the
stereograms.
CoNcrusroN
In conclusion, this method of producing and observing cleavageoffers
a new tool for the mineralogist,not only for the identificationof unknown
minerals by their cleavagehabit, as first attempted by Seaman (2) and
Tertsch (3) but also as a means of a systematicand scientificinvestigation of the cleavagephenomena.An analysis of the cleavagepatterns,
together with a knowledgeof the crystal structure can yield information
concerning the type of bonding in the crystal. The ratio of ionic to
covalent bonding in crystalswith the sphaleritestructure has beendetermined this way.
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